
 
KITTEN LIST  

 
Congratulations on becoming part of the Nakari Australian Mist family.  
We love playing, fussing and cuddling your kitten each day.  We enjoy socialising your kitten from 8 weeks of age with our 
neuter cat boys – Chief and Chase, lots of noise in the house, meeting the dogs and looking at the chickens and birds through 
the window. 
 
When collecting your kitten, please bring a carry basket with you - wire & plastic construction, cabin style 
 
What will you need at home? 
▪ LITTER TRAY & LITTER SCOOP: we use a deep plastic tray with a cover with the cat flat removed. 
▪ LITTER – our kittens are used to Breeders Choice, this can be purchased from supermarkets.  Breeders choice is 

biodegradable and can be composted. 
▪ GROOMING TOOLS – we like to use a Metal Flea Comb with handle.  Nail Clippers are required to keep the nails short. 

While the kitten can be bathed, we prefer regular combing and brushing, especially at the end of winter when the seasonal 
coat is being shed. 

▪ FOOD & WATER BOWLS – we like to use a heavy non-spill ceramic water bowl. 
 

How to feed your kitten:  
1. Your kitten has been fed a variety of food from fresh human mince, canned cat food, dry biscuits, BBQ chicken and cooked 

table scraps and trimmings. 
Example of dinner: 

• Fresh human grade beef mince, ox check mince and chicken mixed together.  Three times a week we add a dollop of 
Greek yoghurt to the plate with a sprinkle of tasty shredded cheese.  The meat comes from our local butcher.  Included 
is a handful of dry food and can also add a bit of can food. 

Example of breakfast: 

• Any leftover mince mixture with a small amount of can food (fish: green or orange can from Aldi or Fancy Feat Prime 
Fillet of Chicken) and a few pieces of BBQ chicken and any leftovers. 
 

❖ Please keep a check on the freshness of the meat.  Other sources are from your local butcher. 
❖ You can vary the meal by adding: Beef, Lamb, Heart, Liver, Kidney and Ox Cheek.  
❖ Fresh fish if raw will eat the lot, if cooked no bones. 
❖ Cheap people tuna in oil, sardines in oil. 
❖ Canned meat, this is best mixed into the mince mixture for variety or can be served alone. 
 
a) TEETH AND GUM HEALTH: Fresh raw chicken wings sourced from the butcher.  No cooked bones. Can also use fresh raw 

lamb offcuts from the supermarket. 
 
b) DRY FOOD: We’ve been using the Royal Canin brand.  Can use Optimal Furball with chicken. 
 
c) MILK PRODUCTS: Plain Yoghurt - add a teaspoon of yoghurt to a wet meal 3 times a week. Grated Cheese important source 

of Calcium. 
 

▪ KITTEN STATION: You will need to have decided on a safe warm place to set out the food, water, and litter tray, a bed and a 
scratching post which the kitten can call his/her OWN. 

▪ WORMING: Your kitten was last wormed on: DATE and BRAND 
▪ Suitable Products: Felex & Exelpet tablets. Make a regular appointment for worming on the first day of each season. 
▪  FLEA CONTROL: Your kitten should have no fleas. To control use ‘Spot-On’ products suitable for cats: eg Activyl, Frontline & 

Advantage, either at recommended interval, or occasionally in the warmer/more humid parts of the year.  
▪ CHECK WHEN YOU COLLECT: Does your kitten need stitches removed? Does you kitten still require one more vaccination to 

complete the kitten course? Have you a vet already, or have you considered finding one? 
Stiches require removal on DATE and the third and final vaccination on DATE. 

▪ REMINDER: If you have a concern or a question please contact me on 0419 283 465 or cghales@bigpond.com, unless an 
obvious veterinary emergency. 
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